Discover the past with EBSCO’s full-text history database…
EBSCO offers a rapidly growing collection of core eBooks that provide the most convenient and powerful access to leading history titles—from cultural histories to notable figures and world-changing events.

Browse individual titles or select hand-crafted Subject Sets featuring front-list titles.

History Subject Sets Include:
- World History 101
- Anthropology & Archaeology

Visit www.netlibrary.com to learn more
EBSCO has been licensing the world’s most well-respected full-text history reference content, and *History Reference Center* is the culmination of this initiative. EBSCO Publishing’s team of librarians, educators and editors worked together to produce this authoritative database that meets researchers’ needs in a single search. This database contains more than 1,620 full-text reference books, encyclopedias and non-fiction books from leading history publishers. *History Reference Center* also includes cover-to-cover full text for more than 150 leading history periodicals, as well as nearly 57,000 historical documents and more than 77,000 biographies of historical figures. Additionally, *History Reference Center* has easy access to more than 80 hours of streaming video content. This definitive collection of motion picture film and videotape provides recordings of the social, political and cultural history of the 20th Century from 1893 to 1985. Fully searchable, the video content is indexed with detailed reference lists and captions, dates, subjects, abstracts, the length of the video, and shot lists of the clips contained within videos.

**Additional Reference Works:**
- Complete Idiot’s Guide to American History
- Encyclopedia of Britain (Hutchinson)
- Encyclopedia of Australia
- History of Australia
- Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia, 6th Edition

**140 Full-Text History Books from Lerner Publishing, Including:**
- African-American Soldiers
- Ancient Agriculture*
- Ancient Communication
- Ancient Construction
- Ancient Medicine*
- Ancient Transportation
- Ancient Warfare*
- Antietam
- Conquest of the West
- Echoes of World War II
- Gettysburg
- Korean War
- Legendary Wild West
- Persian Gulf War
- Revolutionary War
- Salem Witch Trials
- Vietnam War

**16 Full-Text History Books from Toucan Valley Publications:**
- California Explorers
- California Indians
- California Missions
- California Ranchos
- California Through the Decades
- Countries of the World
- Early Civilizations
- Famous Texans
- Florida Forts & Missions
- Illinois Through the Decades
- Inside the Missions
- Northeast Indians
- Presidents of the U.S.
- Texas Indians
- Texas Missions
- Wonders of the World

**Major Historical Reference Works from Oxford University Press:**
- Oxford History of Christianity
- Oxford History of Ireland
- Oxford History of Italy
- Oxford History of Medieval Europe
- Oxford History of Modern Europe
- Oxford History of Modern War
- Oxford History of Roman Britain
- Oxford History of the Crusades
- Oxford History of the French Revolution

**Historical Encyclopedias & Other Non-Fiction Books**
- Oxford History of Western Philosophy
- Oxford Illustrated History of English Literature
- Oxford Illustrated History of Pre-Historic Europe
- Oxford Illustrated History of the British Monarchy
- Oxford Illustrated History of the Vikings

**Historical Periodicals**
- Historical Documents
- Historical Speeches
- Historical Biographies

**Additional Reference Works:**
- Encyclopedia of North American Indians (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to American History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Great Events 1900-2001 from Salem Press [include 10 volumes, 3 supplements, 591 entries]
- Civil War Battlefield Guide (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to Military History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to U.S. Women’s History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Encyclopedia of North American Indians (Houghton Mifflin)

**Historical Maps**
- Historical Periodicals
- Historical Photos
- Historical Speeches
- Historical Biographies

**Historical Video**
- Historical Documents
- Historical Speeches
- Historical Biographies

**Historical Encyclopedias & Other Non-Fiction Books**
- Oxford Illustrated History of World History
- Complete Idiot’s Guide to American History
- Reader’s Companion to American History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Great Events 1900-2001 from Salem Press [include 10 volumes, 3 supplements, 591 entries]
- Civil War Battlefield Guide (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to Military History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to U.S. Women’s History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Encyclopedia of North American Indians (Houghton Mifflin)
- Encyclopedia of World History (Houghton Mifflin)

**Additional Reference Works:**
- Complete Idiot’s Guide to American History
- Encyclopedia of Britain (Hutchinson)
- Encyclopedia of Australia
- History of Australia
- Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia, 6th Edition

**140 Full-Text History Books from Lerner Publishing, Including:**
- African-American Soldiers
- Ancient Agriculture*
- Ancient Communication
- Ancient Construction
- Ancient Medicine*
- Ancient Transportation
- Ancient Warfare*
- Antietam
- Conquest of the West
- Echoes of World War II
- Gettysburg
- Korean War
- Legendary Wild West
- Persian Gulf War
- Revolutionary War
- Salem Witch Trials
- Vietnam War

**16 Full-Text History Books from Toucan Valley Publications:**
- California Explorers
- California Indians
- California Missions
- California Ranchos
- California Through the Decades
- Countries of the World
- Early Civilizations
- Famous Texans
- Florida Forts & Missions
- Illinois Through the Decades
- Inside the Missions
- Northeast Indians
- Presidents of the U.S.
- Texas Indians
- Texas Missions
- Wonders of the World

**Major Historical Reference Works from Oxford University Press:**
- Oxford History of Christianity
- Oxford History of Ireland
- Oxford History of Italy
- Oxford History of Medieval Europe
- Oxford History of Modern Europe
- Oxford History of Modern War
- Oxford History of Roman Britain
- Oxford History of the Crusades
- Oxford History of the French Revolution

**Other Major Reference Works Covering History:**
- Encyclopedia of World History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to American History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Great Events 1900-2001 from Salem Press [include 10 volumes, 3 supplements, 591 entries]
- Civil War Battlefield Guide (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to Military History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Reader’s Companion to U.S. Women’s History (Houghton Mifflin)
- Encyclopedia of North American Indians (Houghton Mifflin)

**121 Full-Text History Books from Infobase Publishing, Including:**
- Arab Americans
- Archaeology of North America
- Black Cowboys
- Cherokee
- Cuban Americans
- Irish Americans
- Italian Americans
- Jewish Americans
- Mexican Americans
- Navajos
- Seven Wonders of the Ancient World
- Seven Wonders of the Medieval World

* Award winning, Society of School Librarians International 2000 Best Books
history information from

93 Full-Text History Books from Rourke Publishing, Including:
- Alexander Graham Bell
- Christopher Columbus
- Henry Ford
- Historic & Famous Cities
- Historic Sites & Monuments
- Important & Famous People
- Korean Conflict
- Orville & Wilbur Wright
- Pilgrim
- Revolutionary War
- Thomas Edison
- Treasures from China
- Treasures from Greece
- U.S. Treasury
- Vietnam Veterans Memorial
- Women’s Hall of Fame

50 Full-Text History Books from Compass Point Books, Including:
- African-Americans in the Colonies
- Battle of Gettysburg
- Bill of Rights
- Ellis Island
- Emancipation Proclamation
- French & Indian War
- Great Depression
- Great Women of the Old West
- Jamestown Colony
- Lewis & Clark Expedition
- Louisiana Purchase
- Thirteen Colonies

50 Full-Text History Books from Morgan Reynolds, Including:
- Andrew Jackson: Frontier President
- Anne Bailey: Frontier Scout
- Belle of the West: The True Story of Belle Starr
- Failure is Impossible: The Story of Susan B. Anthony
- Firing on Fort Sumter: A Splintered Nation Goes to War
- Ishi: The Last of His People
- J.P. Morgan: Banker to a Growing Nation
- John Adams: Public Servant
- John D. Rockefeller: Oil Baron & Philanthropist
- Mary Wollstonecraft & the Rights of Women
- Ordeal of Olive Oatman: A True Story of the American West, 2nd Ed.
- Pullman Strike of 1894: American Labor Comes of Age
- Shawnee Captive: The Story of Mary Draper Ingles
- Shot Heard Round the World: The Battles of Lexington & Concord
- Victoria Woodhull: First Women Presidential Candidate
- William Marshall: Medieval England’s Greatest Knight
- William Tecumseh Sherman: Defender & Destroyer
- Women’s Rights & Nothing Less: The Story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton

14 Full-Text History Books from Stackpole Books:
- Alamo Reader
- American Counter Revolution
- Dear Young Friend: Letters of American Presidents to Children
- Exploring the Outdoors with Indian Secrets
- Eyewitness to the Indian Wars, Volume 1
- Eyewitness to the Indian Wars, Volume 2
- Eyewitness to the Indian Wars, Volume 3
- Friend Among the Senecas
- George Washington’s Indispensable Men
- Joshua Chamberlain
- Life of Daniel Boone
- Medieval Celebrations
- Sketch of the Life & Character of Daniel Boone
- We Traveled the Sioux

Over 15,000 Selected History Articles from Over 120 Full-Text Magazines, Journals & Newspapers, Including Saturday Evening Post, National Geographic, Christian Science Monitor, etc.

Photos & Maps:
- More than 113,000 historical photos from an image collection
- Photos and maps from the Encyclopedia of World History and other reference books
- Photos and maps from full-text periodicals
Leading History Periodicals in Cover-to-Cover Full Text:
- America’s Civil War
- American Heritage
- American Historical Review
- American History
- Archaeology
- Aviation History
- Beaver
- British Heritage
- Chinese America: History & Perspectives
- Civil War Times
- Foreign Affairs
- German History
- History
- History Review
- History Today (back to January 1975)
- History: Reviews of New Books
- Journal of American History
- Kansas History
- Manitoba History
- Military History
- Naval History
- North Carolina Historical Review
- Smithsonian
- Virginia Magazine of History & Biography
- Wild West
- World War II

Historical Documents & Other Resources:
- Essential documents in American History (includes the U.S. Constitution, the Declaration of Independence, McCarthy Hearings 1953-1954, 9-11 Commission Report, etc.)
- American Reference Library articles & biographies
- Historical speeches
- Supreme Court decisions
- Tens of thousands of biographies of historical figures
- Historical timelines for all 50 U.S. states (from Our States)
- More than 80 hours of historical video

New interface features include:
- **Browse by Subjects** — Search historical figures, events and topics through the U.S. History or World History navigation categories
- **Enhanced Result List** — Limit results by Date Range, Source Type, Title, Subject and more
- **Content Alignment to Benchmarks** — Assures that all topics returned highly relevant results via content alignment to twenty-one History Timeline Benchmarks
- **Browse Popular Sources Feature Area** — View top reference titles and content collections
- **Reference Shelf** — Quick links to the Dictionary, Citation Help and a Research Guide
- **Featured History Topic** — Highlights a history topic of interest, updated frequently
Support, Training & Services

Comprehensive Training & Support Coverage
Through our Customer Satisfaction team, we offer numerous complimentary training options including: context specific tutorials, guides, and outlines on a variety of topics; live Web courses; as well as customized and on-site trainings. All customers worldwide have access to a toll-free Customer Support line seven days a week and receive knowledgeable and timely responses to their service inquiries via phone, email, or the Support Site.

Notable EBSCOhost® Features

Industry Leading Support Site & Knowledge Base
All customers have 24x7 online access to the EBSCO Support Site and Knowledge Base. We offer quick access to over 1,500 continually updated support tools including: FAQs, User Guides, Help Sheets, Best Practice Guides, a library of instructive Tutorials, and much more.

- Current and robust knowledge base of support solutions
- Library of step-by-step training tools for key product features, including translations in 26 languages
- Latest news on products and enhancements
- Immediate access to a support professional for your questions

Support & Training Phone
U.S. & Canada Toll Free: (800) 758-5995
Int'l Toll Free: (Int'l Access Code) + 800-3272-6000

Support & Training Web
http://support.ebscohost.com

Customer Success Center
Our unique Customer Success Center includes:
- Free access to Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts® (LISTA). LISTA provides indexing & abstracts for more than 700 periodicals with coverage dating back to the mid-1960s.
- A Success Story Repository ranging across different library types, regions, and areas of challenge
- Resources and tips on funding and marketing
- Printable communication tools, promotional event kits, and much more

Notable EBSCOhost® Features

Take EBSCOhost for a Walk.
EBSCOhost Mobile — designed to work with most mobile devices, supporting features such as:
- Basic Searching
- HTML and PDF Full Text
- Search Modes
- Limiters
- Image Quick View
- Image Collection
- Emailing Articles
- Preferences
- Multi-database Searching

Search Box Builder
This tool enables library administrators to create a customized search box, which can be placed on any page of a library’s website, to provide users with instant access to the library’s EBSCOhost resources.
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